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Abstract

Nowadays wind turbines are clustered in wind farms and the wake development plays
an important role in energy production and blade fatigue load of turbines. The actuator
line method is an effective modeling approach that gives important wake flow charac-
teristics of a wind turbine. In the last few years, numerous studies have been conducted
based on this method using Ellipsys3D, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) flow
solver based on finite volume approach. However, due to the limited order of accuracy
of this solver, it is not capable of a linear stability analysis with small amplitude of
perturbation. Therefore, the present work investigates implementing the actuator line
method into a high order method, Nek5000, a flow solver based on the spectral element
approach. The main goal of the present work is to validate the code implementation by
comparing the simulation results with the previous Ellipsys3D data. Both 2-D and 3-D
Gaussian distribution functions are discussed for the actuator line force distribution.
Parametric study is carried out regarding the smoothing parameter ε and the partition-
ing of the actuator line.

Keywords: Wind Turbine, Wake Flow, Actuator Line Method, NEK5000, Tip Vor-
tices
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1 Introduction

1.1 Wind Energy
Nowadays, the wind power technology has been the most popular green technology in
the world and thousands of wind turbines are being installed everywhere worldwide.
Figure 1 shows the global wind power cumulative capacity in the last decade. As one
can see, it has shown an exponetial growth from 1996 to 2011 and the total growth has
been almost 40 times since 1996.

Figure 1: Global wind power cumulative capacity.

A wind turbine transforms the wind kinetic energy to mechanical energy in a shaft
and finally into electrical energy in a generator. The maximum available energy, Pmax,
can be obtained by assuming that the wind speed can be reduced to zero [1]:

Pmax = 1/2ρAV3
0 (1)

where ρ is the air density, A is the rotor area where the wind speed has been reduced
and V0 is the wind speed. This equation simply tells us that the power increases with the
cube of the wind speed while only linearly with the area and the air density. Therefore
the wind speed is crucial for energy production of a given wind turbine. The rotor
is the interface between the wind and the wind turbine and thus is the most crucial
component for extracting the kinetic energy from the wind. Most of the morden rotor
blade manufacturers have started to use aerofoils specially optimized for windturbines
which work at wide range of angles of attack frequently. It is important to make sure the
rotor blade works at an optimal angle of attack in order to extract maximum lift force
and thus the maximum torque for the shaft. Some of the rotor blades are even made
adjustable to obtain the maximum efficiency for different wind conditions. As now we
can see, the wake development for a wind turbine is crucial for energy production not
only for sake of the wind speed but also due to importance of the local angle of attack
at the blade.
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Modern wind turbines are often clustered in a wind farm. Figure 2 shows an inter-
esting phenomenon from the Horns Rev wind farm. Due to the highly humid weather
and the low pressure after the wind turbine, the wakes behind the wind turbines are
visible by the small vapors and it clearly shows that the downstream wind turbines are
experiencing the wakes from upstream wind turbines. In this case, the flow field for
the downstream wind turbine is significantly different from that of an isolated wind
turbine and as a result, the power product is also significantly different. Figure 3 shows
the power product of the wind turbines that are placed in a row in the Horns Rev wind
farm. The power production is normalized with the power extracted from the first wind
turbine. Different color lines denote different wind directions and the green one denotes
a wind direction that is aligned with the row of the wind turbines. The result clearly
shows that there is significant reduction of the power production for downstream wind
turbines and it can be as high as 45% due to the wakes. A highly disturbed and tur-
bulent flow can also increase the fatigue loads for the turbine blades. Therefore, the
wind turbine wake study has been more and more important and it created a worldwide
desire in numerical modeling of wake characteristics for a wind turbine.

Figure 2: Horns Rev offshore wind farm [UNI − FLY A/S 2008].
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Figure 3: Experimental power produced data from Horns Rev wind farm (Hansen K.S.
technical report from DTU).

1.2 Modeling Approach
For the last few decades, there have been several modeling approaches regarding the
wind turbine aerodynamics. With different levels of complexity, following approaches
are explained in this part, they are Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method, actuator
disk method, actuator line method and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with full
rotor geometry.

The BEM method, first introduced by Glauert [2], is a combination of the blade
element approach and the axial momentum theory for an ideal rotor. It is a fast and
simple method to compute the local flow velocity and aerodynamic loadings on the
rotor. However, it does not present detailed wake characteristics and is acceptable only
for a limited range of flow conditions.

The actuator line method, first introduced by Sørensen and Shen [3], combines a
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes flow solver with actuator lines along which the body
forces are distributed radially representing the blades of the wind turbine. The body
forces acting on the blades are computed using a blade element approach combined
with tabulated two-dimensional blade cross section airfoil characteristics. The present
work is carried out by implementing this method into the spectral element flow solver
NEK5000. As the actuator line method is essentially related to the BEM method in
the sense that it employs the blade element approach, this thesis will first describe the
BEM method and then explain the actuator line method.

Similar to the actuator line method, the body force is distributed on a disk that
represents the rotor plane in the actuator disk method. As an axisymmetric method, the
actuator disk method is limited to averaged values of azimuthal variations and it is not
able to simulate the wake of a single blade [4].
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Finally, the CFD with full rotor geometry is a highly expensive simulation that
resolves a full rotor geometry and thus full boundary layers. A recent research based on
this method has been conducted in the wind energy division at the Technical University
of Denmark. The whole simulation took 60 days with 70 processors (33600h on 1
CPU) and it showed more complex and detailed tip and root vortices at the near wake
close to the blade due to resolving the boundary layer of the wind turbine. [5].

As mentioned above, the actuator line method employs a three-dimensional flow
solver to compute the flow field. For the last few years, a lot of researches have been
conducted using a 3D flow solver Ellipsys3D developed by Michelsen [6], [7] and
Sørensen [8]. This code solves the discretized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
using a finite volume approach. However, due to the order of accuracy of the code, it
is not capable of a linear stability analysis with small amplitude of perturbation. For
this reason, a high order method based on spectral element approach, NEK5000, is
chosen for the present work. The main goal of the present work is to implement the
actuator line method into the NEK5000 flow solver and validate it by comparing the
results with the previous simulation results from Ellipsys3D flow solver. A series of
parametric study is then conducted based on the above implementation.
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2 Blade Element Momemtum Method
The Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method is a combination of blade element
method and axial momentum theory1. In order to understand the BEM method it is
necessary to first introduce the axial momentum theory for an ideal rotor.

2.1 Axial Momentum Theory
The axial momentum theory is a simple one-dimensional model for an ideal rotor.
The rotor is considered as a permeable disk that extracts mechanical energy from the
kinetic energy of the wind. The disk is considered ideal, which means it is frictionless
and there is no rotational velocity component in the wake. The rotor disk acts as a
drag device slowing the wind speed from V0 in the far upstream to u at the rotor and
u1 in the wake. Therefore the streamlines should diverge as shown in figure 4. The
drag is obtained by a pressure drop over the rotor, close upstream of the rotor there is a
small pressure rise from the atmospheric level P0 to P before a discontinuous pressure
drop over the rotor. Downstream of the rotor the pressure recovers continuously to the
atmospheric level. The inlet flow velocity is in incompressible range (Mach < 0.3) thus
the air density is constant and the axial velocity must decrease continuously form V0 to
u1.

Figure 4: Streamlines around an ideal rotor.

The thrust T is the force in the streamwise direction resulting from the pressure
drop over the rotor and is used to decrease the wind speed from V0 to u1:

T = ∆pA (2)

where A = πr2 is the area of the rotor. The flow is stationary, incompressible and
frictionless. No external force acts on the fluid up- or downstream of the rotor, Thereby

1Most part of this chapter has been extracted from [1]
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the Bernoulli equation is valid from the far upstream to just in front of the rotor and
from just behind the rotor to far downstream in the wake:

p0 +
1
2
ρV2

0 = p +
1
2
ρu2 (3)

and

p − ∆p +
1
2
ρu2 = p0 +

1
2
ρu2

1 (4)

Combining equations (3) and (4) yields:

∆p =
1
2
ρ(V2

0 − u2
1) (5)

Now draw a control volume as shown in figure 5, the lateral walls are aligned with
the stream lines which pass the tip of the rotor blades. The axial component of the flow
velocity is assumed to be V0 all outside the control volume and therefore no normal
external force is applied on the lateral walls.

Figure 5: Control volume for a general momentum equation.

The axial momentum equation in integral from is applied to the control volume
together with above simplified assumptions, yielding:

ρu2
1A1 − ρV2

0 A0 = −T (6)

Conservation of mass gives:

ρV0A0 = ρuA = ρu1A1 (7)

Combining equations (2), (6) and (7) yields:

T = ρuA(V0 − u1) = ṁ(V0 − u1) (8)

u =
1
2

(V0 + u1) (9)
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It is seen that the velocity in the rotor plane is the mean of the wind speed V0 and
the final value in the wake u1. The flow is assumed to be frictionless and therefore,
there is no change in the internal energy from the inlet to the outlet and therefore, the
shaft power P can be found using the integral energy equation on the control volume:

P = ṁ(
1
2

V2
0 +

p0

ρ
−

1
2

u2
1 −

p0

ρ
) (10)

Since ṁ = ρuA, the equation for P becomes:

P =
1
2
ρuA(V2

0 − u2
1) (11)

The axial induction factor a is defined as:

a = 1 −
u

V0
(12)

Combining equation (8) and (12) gives:

u1 = (1 − 2a)V0 (13)

Which can then be introduced in equation (8) and (11), yeilding:

P = 2ρV3
0 a(1 − a)2A (14)

and

T = 2ρV2
0 a(1 − a)A (15)

The power is often non-dimensionalized with respect to the maximum available
power given by equation (1) as a power coefficient Cp

Cp =
P

1
2ρV3

0 A
(16)

Similarily, a thrust coefficient is defined as:

CT =
T

1
2ρV2

0 A
(17)

Using the definition of the axial induciton factor, the equation (14) and (15) can be
rewritten as:

Cp = 4a(1 − a)2 (18)

and

CT = 4a(1 − a) . (19)

Now all definitions and necessary theory to understand the Blade Element Momen-
tum method have been introduced.
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2.2 Blade Element Approach
In the axial momentum theory, the actual geometry of the rotor and the number of
blades and blade geometry is not considered. The classical BEM method couples the
momentum theory with the local velocity distribution at the actual blades and there-
fore it is possible to calculate the steady loads and thus thrust and power for different
operating conditions.

As shown in figure 6, The stream tube introduced in the axial momentum theory
is now discretized into N annual elements of height dr. The lateral boundary of these
elements consists of streamlines, which means there is no flow across the elements.

Figure 6: Control Volume for Blade Element Momentum Approach.

The following two assumptions are introduced for annular elements in the BEM
method:

1. No radial dependency - what happens at one element cannot be felt by the others.

2. The force from the blades on the flow is uniformly distributed to the cross-section
area of each element at the rotor plane and remains constant, in other words the
rotor has infinite number of blades.

Since the cross-section area of the control volume at the rotor plane is 2πrdr, the
thrust for each element can be found from the axial momentum equation that:

dT = (V0 − u1)dṁ = 2πrρu(V0 − u1)dr . (20)

The torque dM on the annular element is found using the integral moment of mo-
mentum equation on the control volume and setting the rotational velocity to zero up-
stream of the rotor and to Cθ in the wake:

dM = RCθdṁ = 2πr2ρuCθdr . (21)
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Similar to the axial induction factor a, the tangential induction factor a′ is defined
as:

Cθ = 2a′ωr (22)

where ω is the angular velocity of the rotor. By introducing axial and tangential in-
duction factors into the equation (20) and (21), the thrust and torque can be rewritten
as:

dT = 4πrρV2
0 a(1 − a)dr , (23)

dM = 4πr3ρV0ω(1 − a)a′dr . (24)

2.3 2D Airfoil Theory
The left hand side of the equations (23) and (24) can be found from the local flow
around the blade for each element by applying the 2D airfoil theory. Consider the local
flow velocity felt by a section of blade, it consists of the axial velocity (1 − a)V0 and
tangential velocity (1 + a′)ωr, as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Velocity components at a segment along the blade.

All the 2D airfoil geometry including the pitch angle θ, chord length and thickness
can be found from a tabulated turbine blade geometry data. The local angle of attack α
is given by:

α = φ − θ (25)

Where, flow angle φ is the angle between the local velocity and the rotor plane. Now
by applying the 2D airfoil theory, the lift and drag forces for the section of the blade
can be computed as:

L =
1
2
ρV2

relcCl , (26)

D =
1
2
ρV2

relcCd . (27)
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Where Cl and Cd are lift and drag coefficients for the 2-D airfoil respectively. Since we
are interested only in the forces normal and tangential to the rotor plane, the lift and
drag are projected into these directions, as shown in figure 8

Figure 8: Decomposition of lift and drag forces into normal and tangential directions
at a segment along the blade.

Pn = L cos φ + D sin φ , (28)

Pt = L sin φ − D cos φ . (29)

The equations are normalized with respect to 1
2ρV2

relc, yielding:

Cn = Cl cos φ + Cd sin φ , (30)

Ct = Cl sin φ −Cd cos φ (31)

where,

Cn =
Pn

1
2ρV2

relc
, (32)

Ct =
Pt

1
2ρV2

relc
. (33)

It can be seen from figure 7 that:

Vrel sin φ = V0(1 − a) , (34)
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Vrel cos φ = ωr(1 + a′) . (35)

Since Pn and Pt are the forces per length, the normal force and torque on the control
volume of thickness dr are:

dT = BpNdr , (36)

dM = rBpT dr . (37)

where B denotes the number of blades. Introducing equation (32) and (34) into equa-
tion (36), results in:

dT =
1
2
ρB

V2
0 (1 − a)2

sin2 φ
cCndr (38)

and similarly,

dM =
1
2
ρB

V0(1 − a)ωr(1 + a′)
sin φ cos φ

cCtrdr . (39)

If the two equations (23) and (38) are considered, an expression for the axial induc-
tion factor can be obtained:

a =
1

4 sin2 φ
σCn

+ 1
, (40)

where σ is the solidity defined as the fraction of the annular area in the control volume
which is covered by the blades

σ(r) =
c(r)B
2πr

, (41)

where c is the local chord and r is the radial position of the control volume. Similarly,
If the equation (24) and (39) are equalized, then

a′ =
1

4 sin φ cos φ
σCt

− 1
. (42)
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2.4 Computational Procedure
Now all necessary equations for the BEM model have been derived and the algorithm
can be summarized as the six steps below. Since the different control volumes are
assumed to be independent, each strip can be treated separately and the solution at
one radius can be computed before solving for another radius; in other words for each
control volume the following algorithm is applied.

1. Initialize a and a′, typically a = a′ = 0.

2. Compute the local angle of attack α using equation (25).

3. Read off Cl(α) and Cd(α) from tabulated 2D airfoil data.

4. Compute Cn and Ct from equations (30) and (31).

5. Calculate a and a′ from equations (40) and (42).

6. if a and a′ have changed more than a certain tolerance, go to step 2 or else finish.

The BEM method computes the local velocity at blade segments in the rotor plane
with a relatively cheap computation and allows a first estimate of the forces applied on
the blade and power and thrust coefficients for the turbine manufactures. However, it
assumes a uniform flow velocity in the wake and therefore detailed wake information,
like tip and root vortices, is not available from this method.

2.5 Tip Correction
As already mentioned, the 2D airfoil theory is used for the blade elements all over
the rotor plane when computing the local lift and drag forces. However, close to the
blade tip the 2D airfoil theory is no longer valid due to the 3D effects and also the
vortex system in the wake for a rotor with finite number of blades is different from the
assumption of a rotor with infinite number of blades. Therefore a tip correction known
as Prandtl’s tip correction [2] is introduced to the iteration steps. Prandtl introduced a
correction factor F to equations (40) and (42):

dT = 4πrρV2
0 a(1 − a)Fdr , (43)

dM = 4πr3ρV0ω(1 − a)a′Fdr . (44)

where F is computed as:

F =
2
π

cos−1 (e− f ) (45)
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f =
B
2

R − r
r sin φ

(46)

Where, R is the total radius of the rotor, r is the local radius and φ is the flow
angle.Using equations(43) and (44) instead of equations (23) and (24) for a and a′

yields:

a =
1

4F sin2 φ
σCn

+ 1
(47)

a′ =
1

4F sin φ cos φ
σCt

− 1
(48)

By applying Prandtl’s tip correction, equations (47) and (48) should be used instead
of equations (40) and (42) in step (5) of the BEM algorithm and an extra step computing
Prandtl’s tip loss factor F should be put in after step (2).

2.6 BEM Simulation in Matlab
As a simple validation of the above method, a BEM code based on the above iterative
procedure is written in MATLAB. The simulation is conducted using the airfoil data
from the Tjæreborg wind turbine. The turbine blade data is a tabulated two-dimensional
matrix that includes the chord, thickness and pitch angle of the cross section airfoil at
different radial positions. The airfoil data for each blade element is found by a linear
interpolation from the tabulated data.

The wind turbine rotates at Ω = 22.1 round per minute(RPM) for incoming flow
velocity of 10 m/s, corresponding to a tip speed ratio of 7.07. A standard atmosphere
air density of 1.225 kg/m3 is used for the simulation. Figure 9 and 10 show the forces
and induction factors at the rotor plane without tip correction respectively and figure
11 and 12 show the effect of considering the tip corrections.
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Figure 9: Normalized normal and tangential force from BEM simulation without tip
correction.
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Figure 10: Axial and tangential induction factors from BEM simulation without tip
correction.
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Figure 11: Normalized normal and tangential force from BEM simulation with tip
correction.
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Figure 12: Axial and tangential induction factors from BEM simulation with tip cor-
rection.
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As we can see, the normal and tangential forces are not zero at the tip for the
simulation without Prandtl’s tip correction. This simply implies that the 2D airfoil
theory does not take into account the 3D effect in the tip region and gives a non-zero
lift and drag forces. On the other hand, for the simulation with Prandtl’s tip correction,
the axial and tangential induction factors rapidly increase and decrease to 1 and −∞
respectively near the tip, which result in zero normal and tangential forces at the tip.
Despite this difference in the tip region, the rest of the forces and induction factor
profiles are similar in the two cases. This is in a good agreement with the results from
the actuator line method which will be discussed later.
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3 Actuator Line Method in Nek5000
Again the BEM method assumes an ideal rotor with uniform wake and therefore de-
tailed wake information is not available from this method. In order to simulate more
realistic wakes behind wind turbines, the actuator line method is chosen for the present
work.

In the actuator line method the aerodynamics load on wind turbine blade is modeled
as an additional force distribution that interacts with the flow and this simply explains
its name. Though the actuator line method is a more developed approach for modeling
the wind turbine aerodynamic load, it is essentially related to the BEM method. First,
the actuator lines which stand for the turbine blades are partitioned into a number of
small elements, which is corresponding to the blade element approach in the BEM
method. Second, at each element the aerodynamics load is computed based on the
local flow and cross-section 2D airfoil from the blade data, exactly the same as that in
the BEM method.

However, the main difference is that instead of employing BEM iterative method
for computing the local velocities along the blade, the velocity field around the rotor
is directly computed by a flow solver and coupled with the actuator line forces in the
actuator line method.

A detailed algorithm for the actuator line method is presented below.

3.1 Basic Equations
As mentioned above, in the actuator line method a flow solver (Nek5000) is introduced
to solve the flow field and therefore it is necessary to first look at the governing equation
for the flow solver, i.e. the Navier-Stocks equation for incompressible flow:

∂V
∂t

+ V · ∇V = −
1
ρ
∇p + ν∇2V + f , ∇ · V = 0 , (49)

f = facl + fa + fc (50)

fa = −
−→
Ω × (

−→
Ω × −→r ) (51)

fc = −2
−→
Ω ×
−→
V (52)

where f denotes the external body force and it includes the actuator line force, facl,
which is the reaction force of the aerodynamics load on the wind turbine.

In this simulation a rotating frame of reference is introduced, which means the
actuator lines that stand for the turbine blades are fixed in the domain and the position of
the developing tip and root vortices are steady. Thereby this rotating frame of reference
is desirable, however, it automatically introduces the centrifugal force, fa, and Coriolis
force, fc, as shown in figure 13 and these need to be implemented into the flow solver
as well. The general layout of the simulation is shown in figure 14:
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Figure 13: Fluid particle in a rotating frame of reference.

Figure 14: General layout of the simulation.

3.2 Computation of the Actuator Line Forces
The force from the actuator line is computed exactly in the same way as in BEM
method except for the tip correction. First, the actuator line is partitioned into a number
of elements as shown in figure 15. The length of the elements does not need to be the
same, but for the simplification the elements are first introduced with the same length.
Considering element A as shown in figure 15, we can find a corresponding position A
at the real turbine blade. At position A, the blade cross-section airfoil geometry can be
obtained from the tabulated blade data by a linear interpolation. For the consistency,
the Tjæroborg turbine blade data is also used for the actuator line method.
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Figure 15: Computation of the actuator line force

At each time step, the local flow velocity at element A can be computed from the
flow solver and together with the blade cross-section geometry it forms a 2D airfoil
problem as introduced before. Now the lift and drag forces for the element can be
computed by using the tabulated airfoil data and again by projecting into the normal
and tangential directions of the rotor plane, the normal and tangential force for element
A can be computed. Similarly, the computed normal and tangential forces at each
element at this time step can be applied into the flow field. So by the next time step, the
velocity of the flow field will be updated and the actuator line forces will be updated
as well. In this iterative method, after a certain number of time steps the actuator line
forces will converge and the flow will be stabilized.

3.3 Tip Correction
When the actuator line element is close to the tip of the actuator line, it means that
the corresponding position is close to the tip of the blade and therefore the 2D airfoil
theory is no longer valid and a tip correction must be included. Recall that in the
BEM method a tip correction called Prandtl’s tip correction is introduced to deal with
the tip loss in the tip region. However, the Prandtl’s tip correction directly corrects
the induction factors and therefore a transformation between the velocity and induction
factors is needed in order to apply Prandtl’s tip correction into the actuator line method.

u = u0(1 − a) , (53)

a =
1

K + 1
(54)

where
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K =
1

4 sin2 φ
σCn

+ 1
, (55)

ac =
1

K · F + 1
. (56)

F is obtained from equation (45)

uc = u0(1 − ac) . (57)

For the axial component of the local velocity, the velocity computed by the flow
solver can be first expressed in term of axial induction factor a as shown in equation
(53). Then by replacing the term K in equation (54) by K · F, a corrected axial induc-
tion factor ac can be computed from equation (56). Finally transform the corrected ac

back to the velocity using equation (57), a corrected axial velocity uc is obtained. The
tangential velocity can be also corrected in a similar way.

It should be pointed out that although the Prandtl’s tip correction only corrects the
induction factors, which seems like correcting only the velocities, the angle of attack is
also corrected by using the corrected velocities in the actuator line method. The reason
is because it applies stronger regulation to the tip region than that of merely correcting
the velocities.

3.4 Force Distributions
When applying the actuator line forces to the flow field, if the force is directly applied
on the lines then it will surely cause numerical singular problem. In order to avoid
this problem, the actuator line forces need to be distributed smoothly on several mesh
points. This is done by taking the convolution between the force and a regularization
kernel ηε [11], as shown in equation (58).

fε = f ⊗ ηε (58)

ηε,2d =
1

ε2π2 exp

− (
d
ε

)2 (59)

ηε,3d =
1

ε3π3/2 exp

− (
d
ε

)2 (60)

where d denotes the distance between the considered grid point and the actuator line
element. ε is a parameter that serves to adjust the concentration of the regularized load.

In fact, the equation becomes the classical Gaussian distribution function and there
are in principle two options for the Gaussian distribution: two-dimensional and three-
dimensional, as shown in equations (59) and (60) respectively. In the 2-D Gaussian
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distribution the force from one actuator line element is distributed into a plane which is
perpendicular to the actuator line and passes through the element while in 3-D Gaussian
distribution, the force from one element is distributed all over the domain, as shown in
figure (16). Therefore there is no interaction between forces from different elements
in 2-D Gaussian while the force at one grid point is the sum of contributions from all
the elements along the actuator line in 3-D Gaussian case. In the present work both the
2-D Gaussian and 3-D Gaussian distribution cases have been simulated and compared
for further analysis.

Figure 16: Force distribution for 2-D and 3-D Gaussian in a pseudo-3D view.

Now all the necessary theory and computation procedure for the actuator line method
have been introduced and these are basically what have been implemented into the flow
solver. At this stage, it is necessary to introduce the basic assumption lying behind the
actuator line method – it assumes the detailed geometry of the turbine blade is forgot-
ten after a certain distance downstream in the wake. This is why it simulates the wake
without fully resolving the blade geometry and thus the boundary layers.

3.5 Flow Solver - Nek5000
The computation of the global flow field is carried out using the open-source compu-
tational fluid dynamics solver Nek5000 developed at the Mathematics and Computer
Science Division of Argonne National Laboratory. Nek5000 is an incompressible flow
solver based on spectral element method and can treat general two or three-dimensional
domains described by rectangular or hexagonal elements. It is written in FORTRAN
77/C and employs MPI (Message Passing Interface) for parallelism, which is highly
efficient in parallel computing.

3.5.1 Spectral Element Method

The spectral element method is a combination of the finite element method (FEM)
and the spectral method, as indicated by its name. In this method, the global flow
field is partitioned into a number of smaller elements as in the finite element method,
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while instead of applying a linear finite-element approximation, the spectral method is
applied on each element. Therefore the solution at each element is represented as N-
th order Lagrange interpolants based on Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) points inside
the element[9]. As one of the nature of the spectral method, the computation error
with increasing resolution decreases exponentially with the polynomial order N in this
method. On the other hand, since the spectral method is applied on the elements instead
of the whole domain, it is more flexible with the complex geometry and sharp gradients
(discontinuity), compared to the standrad fully-spectral method.

3.6 Computational Domain
The computational domain is a cylinder including inflow boundary at the inlet and out-
flow boundary at the outlet. The wind turbine model which consists of three actuator
lines is placed at the centerline, 2.8 actuator line lengths away from the inflow bound-
ary. A Cartesian coordinate system is introduced to the domain with its origin at the
center of the inflow boundary and Z direction parallel to the centerline and pointing at
the outflow boundary. The X direction is parallel to one of the actuator lines.

For the boundary conditions, a solid body rotating velocity together with the in-
coming flow velocity (Dirichlet boundary condition) is specified at the inflow bound-
ary. Therefore, as mentioned in Chapter 3.1, the flow is both rotating and propagating
towards the actuator lines. However it is not easy to set a proper boundary condition for
the cylindrical wall. For the first test run, a Neumann boundary condition for velocity
(’Outflow’ condition in Nek5000) is set to the cylindrical wall, which resulted in a dif-
fusing flow and failed to give a converging result. As a result, much stricter boundary
condition, i.e. the Dirichlet boundary condition for velocity is specified at the cylindri-
cal wall, which means the same rotating and propagating velocity is specified for the
flow at the cylindrical wall. This is good since it makes the simulation converge and
avoid the diffusing flow. However, this type of boundary condition surely introduces
an additional constraint to the flow field and further validation of this boundary con-
dition is discussed in section 3.8. At the outflow boundary, there is a sponge region
that damps out all the perturbations of the velocity that is different from the rotating
inflow in order to cooperate with the ’Outflow’ boundary condition in Nek5000. It is
accomplished by applying an additional volume force Fsto the domain according to the
local flow velocity −→u [10], as shown in the following equations:

fs = λ(x)
(
−→
U − −→u

)
(61)

where,
−→
U is the desired inflow velocity and λ(x) is a sponge function that is non-zero

only in the sponge region, as shown in equation (62),

λ(x) = λmaxS (
x − xstart

∆rise
) (62)

S (x) =


0, x ≤ 0,

1
1+exp

(
1

(x−1) + 1
x

) , 0 < x ≤ 1,

1, x ≥ 1,
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where, λmax is the maximum strength of the damping, ∆rise is the length of the region
where λ increases to one and xstart is the starting position of the sponge region. The
smooth function S x rises smoothly from zero for x < 0 to one for x > 1. An example
sponge function is shown in figure 17.
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Figure 17: Schematic picture of a sponge region with xstart = 3.0, ∆rise = 5.0.

The general layout and all the necessary dimensions for the computational domain
are shown in figure 18, where R denotes the rotor radius. Note that all the domain di-
mensions are decided based on both the previous Ellipsys3D data and the feasibility in
Nek5000. As the domain independency was demonstrated by the previous Ellipsys3D
simulations, the author assumes that it is mainly related to the flow physics and thus
similar domain dimensions are used for simulations in Nek5000.
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Figure 18: Layout of the computational domain.

3.7 Mesh Topology and Grid Resolution
In the present simulation, the three-dimensional mesh is generated by replicating a two-
dimensional circular plane mesh multiple times in the Z direction and connecting each
neighboring plane meshes to generate the columnar mesh elements. As a result, the
circular plane meshes at different streamwise positions are identical while the distance
between two neighboring mesh planes is adjustable.

Rectangular elements are chosen for the present mesh and the plane mesh at rotor
plane is shown in figure 19, where different contours denote the distributed actuator
line forces. As one can see, the mesh is generated by replicating one third of the plane
mesh twice in the azimuthal direction. With this method, the mesh is made perfectly
symmetric for the three actuator lines and thereby avoids any grid asymmetry effects.
The interpolation errors for the actuator line forces are minimized by applying the
actuator lines on the boundaries of the one third planes and thus the boundaries of the
spectral elements.
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Figure 19: Plane mesh at the rotor plane.

As for the grid resolution, there are ten spectral elements located inside one actuator
line length with polynomial order of p = 7, which means there are 70 GLL points inside
one actuator line, as shown in figure 20. This is important because the resolution around
the actuator line is critical for the force computation and thus for the wake simulation.
In the previous Ellipsys3D simulations, the regularization parameter ε was scaled with
the resolution of the actuator lines, dr, which is equal to the length of a cell in the
equidistant region. However, it is difficult to find such a value in Nek5000, considering
that the GLL points are not equidistantly located inside a spectral element. Therefore
an approximate value of dr =

√
3 ∗ (l/n)2 is used to scale the ε in Nek5000, where l

denotes the actuator line length and n denotes the totoal number of GLL points along
an actuator line. The influence of ε parameter is discussed in Charpter 4.3. Outside of
the actuator line region, there is a refinement ratio of around 1.15 in the radial direction
so that the mesh size increases along the radial direction.
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Figure 20: Grid resolution along the actuator line.

A similar bias set is also applied in the streamwise direction. Figure 21 shows the
streamwise position of each plane mesh represented by the colored lines, where the
red line denotes the mesh plane that contains the actuator lines. From the red line to
the green line, the mesh planes are equidistantly distributed with spacing equal to the
radial spacing at the actuator lines. Therefore it has well refined mesh in the near wake
region behind the actuator lines. There is a refinement ratio of 1.1 before the red line
and after the green line so that the mesh size increases towards the inflow and outflow
boundaries. The reason for this is obvious that the grid resolution in the near wake
is critical for the wake simulation and thus requires a finer mesh. This type of mesh
setting is used for the test case without actuator lines (discussed in section 3.8) and
most of the simulations in the present work.
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Figure 21: Distribution of plane meshes in streamwise direction.
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3.8 Test Case without Actuator Line Forces
A test case without the actuator line forces was first run in Nek5000 in order to validate
all the above computational setups. The general criterion for the time step, the Courant-
Friedrich-Levy (CFL) condition is used for the present work. In all simulations, the
timestep is set so that the CFL number is lower than 0.5. The tip speed ratio is chosen
to be 7.07, the same as in the BEM computation.

Since the tip and root vortex structures are the most interesting characteristics in
the wind turbine aerodynamics, most of the simulation results are presented in terms
of vortices. Therefore the accuracy of the vorticity computation is important and the
result from the test case is shown in term of vorticity as well. Without the actuator line
force, the test case is a solid body rotating flow and thus the vorticity should be twice of
the angular velocity everywhere in the domain. Different vorticity, if any, in the domain
can be seen as an indication of the computation errors. Figure 22 plots the contours of
the vorticity residuals, it is called residuals because the twice of the angular velocity
has been subtracted from the vorticity magnitude and thereby the contours show pure
computation errors. As one can see, the relatively high errors appear near the sponge
region and near the cylindrical wall, which gives relative error of order of 10−4. A
reasonable explanation for this could be that the Neuemann boundary condition for
velocity ( ∂V

∂Z = 0) at the outflow boundary is not compatible with the rotating flow and,
though avoids a diffusing flow with the help of sponge function, it creats relativly high
errors. On the other hand, further inside the domain, the relative error is small (order of
10−5). This is acceptable since the actuator lines are placed in this region and thereby
the wake computation involves relatively low errors. Thus this test case is a validation
of all the computational setups including the boundary conditions and external force
terms. Again all the above mentioned errors refer to the vorticity computations in
Nek5000.
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Figure 22: Errors in vorticity computation for the test case with pure plug flow.
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4 Simulation Results and Analysis
Before start reviewing the simulation results from the actuator line method, it is neces-
sary to introduce all the parameters that are used in the simulations. First of all, all the
simulation variables are non-dimentionalized using the incoming flow velocity u, tur-
bine blade length L and the air viscosity ν. The Reynolds number based on the turbine
blade length is set to be 50000, much lower than that of a real wind turbine. Becuase
it has been illustrated by Sørenson [12] and Mikelson [13] that due to the absence of
boundary layer in this method, the Reynolds number only has a minor effect on the
overall wake behavior. A scaled ε of 2.0 is used for the force distribution for both the
2-D and 3-D Gaussian cases and the actuator line is partitioned into 150 equal sized
actuator line elements on which the forces are computed.

4.1 Comparison of 2-D and 3-D Gaussian Distribution
Figure (23) shows the simulation results from the actuator line method for both 2-D
and 3-D Gaussian distribution cases compared to the previous Ellipsys3D result. The
iso-surface of the vorticity magnitude is plotted around and downstream of the actuator
lines. The simulation results from the Nek5000 with both 2-D and 3-D Gaussian distri-
bution are in a good agreement with Ellipsys3D. Generally, both of them show that the
wakes originated from the trailing vortices form a spiral tip and root vortex structures
that propagate along the Z direction. This is also in a good agreement with our general
knowledge of the wind turbine aerodynamics.

Figure 23: Iso-surface of vorticity magnitude with isolevel of 8.0.

At the first look, the two results from Nek5000 are identical, while when zoomed
in at the blade tip region, an interesting difference is observed as shown in figure 24.
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Figure 24: Tip region for iso-surface of vorticity magnitude.

For the 2-D Gaussian case, there are some wiggles observed near the tip of the
blade, which is an indication of discontinuity or inadequate resolution. On the other
hand, there is smooth transition in vorticity from the blade to the tip for vorticity in
the 3-D Gaussian case. This is an interesting phenomenon since the distribution func-
tion is the only difference between the two cases. The reason for this becomes clear
when plotting the normal force and induction factors at the actuator lines, as shown
in figure 25. As depicted with the dashed circles, there is a sharp peak near the tip
in both normal force and axial induction factor for 2-D Gaussian case, while both the
normal force and axial induction factor decrease smoothly to zero near the tip for 3-
D Gaussian case. To the authors knowledge, this sharp peak is the main reason for
the wiggles in the 2-D Gaussian case. This kind of behavior had never been observed
by the Ellipsys3D simulation before since Ellipsys3D code only dealed with the 3-D
Gaussian distribution. However, inspired from the 2-D Gaussian result, a further grid
resolution study had been carried out with Ellipsys3D and a similar flow behavior was
observed with Ellipsys3D with higher resolution as shown in figure 26. The jrot in the
plot denotes the number of grid points along the actuator line and basically the higher
jrot the higher local resolution. As one can see, a similar peak appears near the tip
when the resolution is increased.
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Figure 25: Left: normal force along the actuator line, right: axial induction factor along
the actuator line.

Figure 26: Ellipsys3D simulation: left: normal force along the actuator line. right:
axial induction factor along the actuator line.

Therefore a conclusion can be made that the peak phenomenon is the actuator line
method and the Tjaereborg turbine blade data. The reason why the previous Ellipsys3D
data and the 3-D Gaussian case in Nek5000 do not capture it is because they had rel-
atively lower resolution. Now the difference between the 2-D and the 3-D Gaussian
distribution is also obvious that 2-D Gaussian is more sensitive to the local change of
the values and more capable to capture the small length scales in the simulation, while
3-D Gaussian regulates everything smoothly and therefore acts as a length scale fil-
ter. 3-D Gaussian case needs higher resolution than 2-D Gaussian to capture the peak
phenomenon.

At this point it is natural to think that whether a higher resolution in Nek5000 can
also predict a similar result as the refined Ellipsys3D case. Thereby we conducted two
different types of mesh refinement in the Nek5000 for the 3-D Gaussian distribution.
The first mesh refinement is done by refining the grid in the tip region. This is done by
decreasing the size of spectral elements and thereby locating more spectral elements
in the tip region, which is known as h refinement. The element size is decreased by a
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factor of around 2 near the tip in the plane mesh as shown in figure 27. A corresponding
refinement is also applied on the element size in the streamwise direction. Again the
normal force and the axial induction factor are plotted compared to the original ones,
as shown in figure 28 and figure 29. However, there is no clear indication of the peak
near the tip and thus this type of refinement failed to capture the peak phenomenon.

Figure 27: Refined plane mesh at the rotor plane.
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Figure 28: Normal force distribution along the actuator line from the h refinement, left:
whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.

Figure 29: Induction factor distribution along the actuator line from the h refinement,
left: whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.

The other type of refinement is done by simply increasing the polynomial order of
the spectral elements, which is known as the p refinement. The normal force and axial
induction factor are plotted as shown in figure 30 and figure 31. Again there is no clear
indication of the peak and it still failed to present the peak phenomenon near the tip.
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Figure 30: Normal force distribution along the actuator line from the p refinement, left:
whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.

Figure 31: Induction factor distribution along the actuator line from the p refinement,
left: whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.

Due to the limited computer resources, no further refinement is done regarding the
peak phenomenon. However, it can be expected that similar peak should be observable
with a sufficiently high resolution in Nek5000 as well. As has been concluded, the peak
phenomenon is most probably the correct result from the setup. However this kind of
peak is not desirable from the numerical point of view and in ’real life’ there might
be strong three-dimensional effect as well as turbulent flow involved in the tip region
for the real turbine blade, therefore it is meaningless to resolve a certain small peak
in the simulation. Again the actuator line method is a simplified modeling approach
for the aerodynamics loads of the wind turbine and the peak phenomenon could be ex-
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plained as an improper interaction between the Prandtl’s tip correction and the actuator
line method. This is possible because the Prandtl’s tip correction was originally intro-
duced to correct the tip loss in the Blade Element Momentum method while no further
assumption is made when used in the actuator line method. Thus, it is reasonable to
expect that by applying another type of tip correction function, the peak near the tip
could disappear for the actuator line method.

As a conclusion, the 3-D Gaussian distribution case with the original mesh res-
olution filters out the peak and gives a smooth and desirable profile for the normal
force and induction factor, this setup is chosen for the rest of the simulations for more
parameteric study.

4.2 Partitioning Strategy for the Actuator Line Elements
Previously, we assumed equidistant actuator line elements when discretizing the actua-
tor lines, similar to the Ellipsys3D simulations. The main difference is that the number
of actuator line points and the computational grid points are the same in the Ellyip-
sys3D cases they are not the same in the Nek5000 case. The actuator line forces are
computed based on the local velocity at the actuator line elements and the velocity field
is computed based on the GLL points, so the number of actuator line elements should
be somehow related to the number of GLL points. Too few elements will cause a ’dis-
tortion’ in the force profile while too many elements will do no good but increasing the
computation time. Recall that there are 70 GLL points inside one actuator line length,
the number of actuator elements were chosen to be 150 for the previous simulations,
which sounds reasonable. However, in order to find a better compromising solution,
simulations with different number of actuator line elements are done and the normal
force and the induction factors are plotted in figure 32 and 33. Note that in all the
cases, the actuator line elements are equidistantly distributed radially. As one can see,
there is almost no difference for radial position up to 0.9 and the main difference hap-
pens near the tip. Therefore the tip region is sensitive to the number of actuator line
elements and the fewer elements the more sharp corners appear near the tip. Therefore
it is natural to make a change that allocate 50 elements from r = 0 to r = 0.9 and
put 20 elements from r = 0.9 to r = 1.0, where r is the radial position at the actua-
tor line. So in the tip region where the number of elements is critical, the elements are
more densely allocated while in the region where the number of the elements is already
sufficient, the number is kept. Figure 34 and 35 show the results from this new setup
compared to the solution with 200 equal size actuator line elements.
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(a) (b)

Figure 32: Normal force distribution along the actuator line for different number of
actuator line elements, left: whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.

(a) (b)

Figure 33: Induction factor along the actuator line for different number of actuator line
elements, left: whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.
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(a) (b)

Figure 34: Comparison of the normal force distribution between the new solution and
200 actuator line elements, left: whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip
region.

(a) (b)

Figure 35: Comparison of the induction factor between the new solution and 200 actu-
ator line elements, left: whole actuator line, right: zoomed in near the tip region.

Since it gives smooth result as that with 200 actuator line elements, this type of
change in element allocating is also used for the next simulations with different Epsilon
values.

4.3 Smoothing Parameter Sensitivity
The influence of the smoothing parameter ε has been previously studied by Trold-
borg [11] with Ellipsys3D flow solver. He showed that for a small smoothing factor
(ε < 1.5∆r) significant oscillations are introduced in the radial distribution while a
large smoothing factor (ε > 3∆r) smears out the distinct pattern of the tip and root
vortices. A similar behavior is also observed in Nek5000 as shown in figure 36. For
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ε = 1.5∆r, there is significant oscillation near both the tip and root for the axial in-
duction factor, which indicates that the epsilon is too small. On the other hand, for
ε = 2.5∆r, the induction factor is considerably smoothened at the edge. Thereby the
choise of smoothing factor of 2.0 can be seen as a compromise between the oscillations
and over smoothing.

Figure 36: Induction factors for different epsilon values.

In ’real life’, the force from the wind turbine blade is distributed over the blade
geometry and affects the flow through the boundary layer. In this sense, the smooth-
ing factor try to mimic the chordwise pressure distribution. However, the actuator line
method assumes that the detailed blade geometry is forgotten in the wake and thereby
ignores the physical aspect of ε , considering ε only from numerical point of view.
Thererfore it is interesting to see the influence of different ε values on the wake down-
stream and verify the above assumption.

Figure 37 shows an X − Z plane cut of the iso-surface of the tip vortices behind
a blade tip. The blade is placed at Z = 0 and different color lines denote different ε
values as indicated in the legend. As one can see, the circles deform and get smaller
downstream in the wake indicating that the tip vortices are diffusing out in the wake
downstream. The tip vortices diffuse faster with higher ε value and the center of the
vortex is also slightly different for the three cases. To the authors knowledge, this is
because the original ’source’ of the tip vortices is different for the different epsilon.
Recall that different ε values give different levels of distinct pattern at tip for induction
factor, the amount and concentration of the vortices that is projected in the wake should
be also different. This could have resulted in the further differences in downstream.
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Figure 37: Iso-surface of tip vortices in X-Z plane

In order to conduct a quantitative analysis, the circulation Γ, as shown in equation
(63), is measured at different streamwise positions in the wake base on a X − Y plane
ring as shown in figure 38. The ring at X − Y plane consists of 169200 points with
radial spacing of 0.005 and azimuthal spacing of 0.3 degree. The streamwise vorticity
in the wake is first interpolated on above points and then a numerical surface integral
is done based on the interpolated values to give the circulation around the ring. The
inner radius of the ring is 0.6 and outer radius is 1.3, thereby the ring covers the region
of tip vortices and the circulation can quantitatively show how much of the vorticity
is produced by the actuator line. The circulation is measured at 19 different positions
along the wake, equidistantly from Z = 0.05 to Z = 3.65 and the result is shown
in figure 39. As one can see, the total amount of vorticity produced by the actuator
line is different for different ε values. For small ε of 1.5 and thus more concentrated
load, the circulation is significantly lower than the other two, which gives a difference
as high as 15% of the total amount. On the other hand, the circulation for higher ε
of 2.0 and 2.5 are approximately the same while there is still some minor difference.
Therefore it can be concluded that the oscillation near the tip caused by too small ε has
a significant effect on the tip vortices. Apart from the oscilation, the ε parameter still
affects the wake flow characteristics. Therefore it could be necessary to add into the
above assumption that different ε values result in different wake flow characteristics
and this need to be adjusted and calibrated before one conducts further analysis on the
wake.

Γ =

˛
s

−→ωds (63)

where, −→ω = ∇ × −→u is the vorticity and s is the corresponding surface area, thus the
circulation is the surface integral of the vorticity.
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Figure 38: X − Y plane ring for measuring circulation.

Figure 39: Circulation Γ in the wake.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion
In the present work, the actuator line method has been implemented into the spectral
element flow solver Nek5000 and the simulation results have been compared to the pre-
vious simulation data from the Ellipsys3D cases. The difference between the actuator
line method in Nek5000 and that in previous Ellipsys3D simulations can be categorized
as follows:

1. Only 3-D Gaussian distribution is used in Ellipsys3D, while both 2-D and 3-D
Gaussian distribution functions are discussed in Nek5000 simulation. The simu-
lation results show that the peak phenomenon near the blade tip in 2-D Gaussian
distribution case is the main difference between the two functions. After a grid
refinement, a similar peak phenomenon is also observed in the Ellipsys3D while
not in the 3-D Gaussian case in Nek5000. It is concluded that the 2-D Gaus-
sian is more sensitive to small length scales while 3-D Gaussian distributes the
load more smoothly around the actuator line. It was also concluded that the peak
phenomenon could be caused by the improper interaction between the Prandtl’s
tip correction and the actuator line method for the given turbine blade geome-
try. In order to avoid using another type of tip correction, the 3-D Gaussian with
original grid resolution was finally selected for the parametric study.

2. In the Ellipsys3D, the actuator line is equidistantly partitioned all along the actu-
ator line, while a different partitioning strategy for the actuator line is discussed
in Nek5000. The total number of actuator line elements is reduced to 80 in
Nek5000 by more densely allocating elements in the tip region. It has been
shown that this new solution gives force profile which is as smooth as that with
200 equidistantly distributed actuator line elements.

3. Due to the feature of mesh in spectral element method, the smoothing parameter
ε is scaled with an average value of the GLL spacing and further analysis is
carried out regarding the ε influence. As a basic assumption for the actuator line
method, the smoothing paramenter ε is assumed to have only minor effect on
the wake characteristics. While according to the author’s simulation results, it is
not true when ε is small (ε = 1.5∆r), the measured circulation in the wake was
significantly lower and the vorticity patterns were also different compared to the
higher ε cases. Since a small value of ε can introduce significant oscilations to
the actuator line forces, it could be the reason for the above ovserved difference
in the wake.

Despite these differences, the wake flow characteristics from Nek5000 are in good
agreement with that from the Ellipsys3D simulation.

5.2 Future Work
In order to further validate the implementation of actuator line method in Nek5000,
more works need to be done in the future.
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First, the influence of ε parameter needs to be further investigated. As observed in
the present work, different ε values resulted in different amount and concentration of
the tip vortices in the near wake. In order to simulate the real operating condition, the
ε parameter needs to be adjusted according to some experimental data, if possible.

Second, a more accurate tip correction function is needed for future investigation.
The Prandtl’s tip correction that is introduced by the BEM method resulted in a small
peak near the tip, indicating that this tip correction is not suitable for the chosen blade
geometry of the actuator line method. The tip correction should be also a function of
the blade geometry given that the 3-D effect is strongly related to the blade geometry
at the tip. Therefore, a more particular tip correction function for a chosen blade data
would be necessary for an accurate computation in the future.

Third, further optimization of the implementation might be needed. The algorithm
for this implementation could be further improved to increase the code efficiency.

Finally, more parameters like different Reynolds number effect and tip speed ratio
should be studied. The lift and drag coefficients for 2-D airfoil should be related to
the local Reynolds number and thereby different Reynolds number should be taken
into account when look up the Cl and Cd table. Troldborg [11] showed that there are
significant differences in wake characteristics for different tip speed ratios. As this is
not done in the present work, it would be a good idea to simulate them in Nek5000 in
the future.
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